“December’s wintery breath is already clouding the pond,
frosting the pane, obscuring summer’s memory.”
~ John Geddes, A Familiar Rain

JANUARY, The first month of the year,
A perfect time to start all over again,
Changing energies and deserting old moods,
New beginnings, new attitudes.”
~ Charmaine J. Forde
ALL ABOUT JANUARY
January 1 marks the first day and first month of each new year, thanks to the Gregorian
calendar introduced by Pope Gregory XIII in 1582 and adopted throughout the British empire
(and its American colonies) in 1753. January is one of two months (the other being
November)with more than one U.S. federal holiday: New Year’s Day and Martin Luther King
Day.

BIRTHSTONE – GARNET
The birthstone for the month of January is the garnet. It’s also the gem that denotes the
second wedding anniversary. The name garnet comes from the Latin word granatum (which
means “pomegranate”), since the stone resembles the color and form of this fruit. Garnets
actually come in a variety of colors, including green, clear, and even black. Green garnets are
very rare and thus are the most highly prized. Use any color of this stone in January to
celebrate your favorite January birth or anniversary.
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1. DEPARTMENT
1. ADMINISTRATION
1. The Annual Resident’s Staff Appreciation Distribution on December 7th
2. On behalf of all of the Paul’s Run Staff, a sincere message of appreciation and thanks for the
generosity of our Paul’s Run residents and families during the holiday season.
3. Breakfast with Santa, Saturday, 12/15, 9:30 am to 11:30 am
4. Health Care and the Main Dining Room will be getting new carpets
2. DIETARY
1. The Food Advisory Committee meeting will be held on the first Wednesday of every month at 1:30
pm in the Board Room for Food Committee Members. Dietary issues are addressed at this time.
3. COMMUNITY LIFE
1. Upcoming in January:
1. 1/1 Mummers are here 1130
2. 1/4 Willow Grove Mall Trip
3. 1/10 Ritz Diner
4. 1/10 Residents Council
5. 1/10 Boars Head festival Julies church leaving at 5:45 pm
6. 1/11 Perkins & a movie
7. 1/18 Whole Foods, Chico’s Steinmart Ross
8. 1/21 Officer Starvak here for Coffee and News
9. 1/24 Gallo’s Lunch Trip
10. 1/25 Parx Casino Trip
4. FACILITIES
1. During the weather change, if you have any heating issues, please immediately call the Front Desk
for assistance at 215-934-3000
2. Recommendation: Clear your balcony/patio of furniture, plants, etc. to prepare for the winter
season
5. CHAPLAIN’S NOTES
1. Evening prayer is M-F 3:45 in the chapel
2. Praying the Psalms is Tues at 10:00 in the chapel
3. Prayers for Peace Weds at 12:00 in the chapel
4. 4th Thursday Mass is at 10:15 in the auditorium
6. LIBERTY WELLNESS
1. Cold & flu season is here! We highly recommend if you are not feeling well that you rest in your
apartment until you feel better. Also, handwashing is the best protection. The resident nurse is
available if you need assistance at 215-934-3000.
2. Flu Shots are still available, please contact your Wellness Nurse
On behalf of the entire Paul’s Run and Liberty Team, we would like to wish all of our residents a very happy and
healthy holiday season.

JANUARY’S FLOWER – CARNATION
This month’s flower is as rich in history and
significance as it is diverse—and with around
300 species, that’s saying something! Their
genus, Dianthus, means “flower of the gods,”
which explains why they were a favorite
among early Romans, who made them into
celebratory wreaths. According to some
sources, these pretty petals first grew from
the patches of earth where Mary’s tears fell
after Christ’s crucifixion. Because of this,
carnations have come to represent a mother’s
love. Interestingly, carnations were used in
the first Mother’s Day celebration in 1908.

FAMOUS JANUARY BIRTHDAYS
Paul Revere (revolutionary) – Jan. 1, 1735
J.R.R. Tolkien (author) – Jan. 3, 1892
Diane Keaton (actress) – Jan. 5, 1946
Elvis Presley (musician) – Jan. 8, 1935
Richard Nixon (president) – Jan. 9, 1913
Julia Louis-Dreyfus (actress) – Jan. 13, 1961
Michelle Obama (first lady) – Jan. 17, 1964
Dolly Parton (musician) – Jan. 19, 1946
Gertrude Elion (Nobel Prize) – Jan. 23, 1918
Neil Diamond (singer) – Jan. 24, 1941
Etta James (singer) – Jan. 25, 1938
Wolfgang Mozart (composer) – Jan. 27, 1756
Oprah Winfrey (TV host) – Jan. 29, 1954
Jackie Robinson (ballplayer) – Jan. 31, 1919

WHAT’S LUCKY IN JANUARY?
Lucky Color: Blue
Lucky Day: Saturday
Lucky Numbers: 2 and 7
Lucky Letter: J
Lucky Plant: Ivy

BIRD OF THE MONTH – SNOWBIRD
A deep, distinct call (hoo, h’HOO, hoo, hoo)
earned great horned owls the nickname
“hoot owl.” These muscular, nocturnal owls
live in monogamous pairs, using this code
of hoots to locate each other.
Their piercing yellow eyes adapt to low
light, and a unique auditory ability endows
them with superb hunting skills. Great
horned owls can detect the milliseconds it
takes a sound to travel from one ear to the
other. They turn their heads until the sound
enters both ears simultaneously. At that
point, they can home in on the exact
location of prey, usually rodents, but
occasionally skunk, porcupine, or other
raptors.
Rather than building nests, great horned
owls scout out abandoned ones and spruce
them up with grass, twigs, and their own
breast feathers.
They are wonderfully adaptable, living in
every U.S. state in woodlands, swamps,
mountains, suburban parks, and even
empty city buildings.

JANUARY ZODIACS
Sagittarius (The Archer)
December 1-21
Capricorn (The Horned Goat)
December 22-31

NEW YEAR, LASTING TRADITIONS
Another new year begins, and all around the world people will be popping champagne,
singing “Auld Lang Syne,” and kissing loved ones at the stroke of midnight. But just why,
exactly, do we repeat these New Year’s traditions year after year?
Bubbly champagne is the drink of choice on New Year’s. Its
invention is often credited to Dom Perignon, the Benedictine
monk who oversaw the wine cellars of his abbey in the year
1697. While others saw bubbles as a problematic sign that
wine had spoiled, Perignon perfected the production of this
new fermented drink known as champagne. From its
beginnings in the abbey cellar, champagne was regularly
used in religious celebrations such as consecrations and
coronations. It then made the natural transition to secular
celebrations most notably at the soirees of the French aristocracy. As champagne became
celebrations,
cheaper and more accessible, it became the classiest beverage to offer during the holidays.
Scotland’s national poet Robert Burns penned the words
to “Auld Lang Syne” in 1788 and sent them to the Scots
Musical Museum, requesting that his lyrics be set to an
old Scottish folk tune. The phrase auld lang syne roughly
translates to “for old times’ sake,” and, fittingly, the
nostalgic song is about preserving friendships. The tune
was often sung at funerals, farewells, and other group
celebrations. It finally made it to America in 1929, when
the Guy Lombardo Orchestra played it at a New Year’s
celebration in New York’s Roosevelt Hotel.
No New Year’s party is complete without a kiss at the stroke of
midnight. In ancient times, the winter darkness was the domain of
evil spirits. At New Year’s masquerade balls, scary masks were
torn off at midnight, and a kiss was shared as an act of
purification to chase away malign spirits. For centuries, New
Year’s has been a time of celebration, nostalgia, and hope.

A HISTORY OF EXPLORATION
On January 13, 1888, an elite group of 33 explorers,
scientists, academics, and wealthy financiers met at the
Cosmos Club in Washington, D.C., with a common
goal: “the increase and diffusion of geographical
knowledge.” Their organization was officially
incorporated two weeks later, on January 27, as the
National Geographic Society. The Society’s first
president, Gardiner Greene Hubbard, was not a
scientist but a lawyer and philanthropist. He embodied
the organization’s mission to share scientific
knowledge with the layperson and to open up the
world to everyone.
It took nine months for National Geographic to publish
its first magazine, and it was not meant for a popular
audience. It was a scholarly journal filled with short, technical articles mailed to only 165
charter members. Then in 1899, Gilbert H. Grosvenor was hired as the magazine’s fulltime editor by Society president Alexander Graham Bell. Grosvenor changed the
publication from a scholarly journal into a popular magazine full of general interest
articles and full-color photography. Its images were so striking and beautiful that
circulation grew from just 1,000 to over two million. Grosvenor became known as one of
the “fathers” of photojournalism and one of the champions of creating a national parks
system in America. Grosvenor’s legacy continues today, with the magazine’s worldwide
circulation at 6.7 million.
The National Geographic magazine is certainly the Society’s most important and wellknown outlet for spreading knowledge, and all revenue from the magazine is used to
sponsor new expeditions and research. Indeed, the National Geographic Society has aided
some of the world’s most fascinating explorations: Robert Peary’s journey to the North
Pole, Jacques Cousteau’s dives to the deepest parts of the seas, Hiram Bingham’s
uncovering of Machu Picchu, and Jane Goodall’s communes with chimpanzees. For over
130 years, it has stood by its original motto, and it continues to make important
discoveries, such as an ancient megalopolis hidden in the Amazon jungle and new species
of tarantula living in the Andes mountains.

CHAPLAIN’S CORNER
Happy New Year! We pray that throughout the coming year you will feel the
presence of God surround you and are filled with God’s peace. This is a time
when our hearts and minds are filled with the hope and joy of simple blessings.
We pray that in the coming year you, your family and friends will continue to
participate in the activities and worship services offered by the Spiritual Care
Department. Rabbi Steve and I look forward to a year full of learning with and
among you as we strengthen our faith and relationship with one another. We
give thanks to God for the many ways that our lives touch and wish you a year
filled with happiness, health and God’s abundant blessing!
Bless,
Rabbi Steve & Pastor Julie

WORSHIP IN JANUARY

ACTIVITIES IN JANUARY

REGULAR
WEEKLY WORSHIP SERVICES

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB

Daily Prayer at 8:40am and 3:45
pm Mon-Fri, Chapel
Daily Mass at 9:00am Mon-Fri,
chapel; 9:30am on Sat, Aud
Prayers for Peace every
Wednesday at 12:00pm, Chapel

Interfaith Worship Thursday at
2:00pm in Personal Care and
2:45pm in Health Care
Sunday Ecumenical Worship
Service at 10:45am, Chapel;
Communion 1st Sunday of the
month

JANUARY 9TH AT 10:00AM
Lunches Making for New
Creation Lutheran Church,
Greenhouse
JANUARY 14TH AT 10:00AM
Lunches for St. Francis Inn,
Greenhouse
JANUARY 24TH AT 11:00AM
Jane Adams
JANUARY 10TH AT 7:15PM
38th Annual Boarshead and Yule
Log Festival-St. Peter’s Evangelical
Lutheran Church, Lafayette Hill
Bus leaves Paul’s Run Main Lobby
at 5:30pm. Sign Up in the Trip
Book in our Paul’s Run Library

Paul’s Run Gratefully Acknowledges
the Following Tribute Gifts
In Memory of:

Margaret Lis

By: Ms. Ethy Gross

Bernice Pelta

By: Ms. Ethy Gross

RUFFLING FEATHERS AT THE RUN
Paul’s Run Community welcomes house guests for the month of December. Two baby chicks
and 7 unhatched eggs were in the community life office for 28 days. The residents and staff
members patiently waited for the eggs to hatch. Everyone enjoyed handling and watching the
progression of the process. Check out these pictures of residents and staff holding the tiny
furry friends.

ALL GOOD THINGS MUST COME TO AN END
It’s a New Year and it may be time to throw out the old. This includes a lot of stuff in your home.
While starting all things new for this year, it’s time to check some expiration dates on items you may
keep around.
Cleaning Supplies
According to Good Housekeeping, cleaning supplies can degrade over time and lose their
effectiveness.
Here are some rules of thumb:
Laundry Detergent - Six to 12 months
Fabric Softener - One Year
Multisurface Cleaners – Two years
Cleaners with Antibacterial Ingredients – one year
Disinfectants – two years
Dish Soap - 12 to 18 months
If you add bleach in homemade cleaners, be aware it can lose its effectiveness quickly once diluted. A
10% bleach solution is potent for only one day. Bleach undiluted can start to degrade after six
months.
Fire Extinguishers
This item is a classic get-it-and-forget-it. I call it the dust collector. The neck can weaken and allow
compressed gas to escape. Check this items expiration date frequently.
Toiletries and Cosmetics
Clean My Space has compiled a list on their website. Here are some common item expiration dates.
Mascara – three months
Lipstick - two to three years
Oil-Free Foundation - one year
Skin Cleanser – two years
Deodorant – three years
Shampoo/Conditioner – three years unopened
Bar Soap – three years
Paint
Glidden states its unopened latex or oil-based paints should have a shelf life of two years. However,
that’s if the paint is stored correctly.
Oil-based – one year opened, two to three years unopened
Water-based – one year opened, two years unopened
Caulk – two months opened, one year unopened
The staff of Be Informed wishes everyone a Happy New Year.
May Health and Prosperity reside with you through the coming year and for years to follow.

LIBERTY NEWS
NEW YEAR, HEALTHIER YOU
The beginning of the New Year is always a good time to reflect upon the year that has passed
and make some resolutions to create a better, healthier version of you. The following are
some ideas to get you started:
~Keep fit both physically and mentally-It is important to maintain a strong body and mind.
Talk to your doctor about physical activity that best suits your current health. Brain games
such as crossword puzzles and Sudoku can help boost your mental strength.
~Eat healthy-A well-balanced diet helps your body fight disease and infection, promotes good
mental function, boosts energy, and enhances memory.
~Stay organized-Review and keep your paperwork in order for such things as car insurance,
will and financial documents.
~Create a safe home-It is important to prevent falls. Remove tripping hazards such as throw
rugs and replace light bulbs in dark areas.
~Socialize-Connecting with family and friends can help chase the winter blues away. If you
have the time, volunteer or take part in community activities.
Liberty wishes you a happy, healthy and safe New Year!

JANUARY EVENTS
1/1 mummers here 1130
1/3 Wal-Mart trip
1/4 Willow Grove Mall Trip
1/10 Ritz diner
1/10 Residents council
1/10 Boars Head festival at Julies church leaving at 5:45 pm
1/11 Perkins & a movie
1/17 Tuesday Morning
1/18 Whole Foods, Chico’s Steinmart Ross
1/21 Officer Starvak here for Coffee and News
1/24 Gallo’s Lunch Trip
1/25 Parx Casino Trip
1/31 Target

JANUARY 2019 CELEBRATIONS
BY: MARGARET ATKINSON
January marks a new beginning, the first month of a new year, a time to reflect on making
changes to all aspects of our life. Many make up a list of resolutions they want to follow in the
coming year or they mentally store these decisions in their minds. Unfortunately, it has become a
ritual that is doomed as most of these plans are discarded within a short time. It takes real
commitment to effect change in our old routines, whether physical or mental. Good luck with
YOUR resolutions!
The month of January has been designated for some time now as BLOOD DONATION MONTH
by the American Red Cross. Donations typically drop after the rush of the holidays at a time
when cold weather illnesses are on the rise and there is an urgent need. The story has been told
of 106 year old Sarah “Sally” Zuccaro, she beyond the age limit for donation, who regularly
encourages her daughters to make contributions every 56 days if possible. Statistics show that 38
percent of the population are eligible but less than 10 percent give blood. Sally promotes the
idea that it is a way we can help others even though we may not have incomes that allow us to
help in a monetary manner. Obviously none of our Paul’s Run residents are eligible to donate but
we can encourage our younger family members to consider doing so.
Another name for January is HOBBY MONTH. Hobbies can relieve stress, challenge our brains,
charge our batteries, bring joy and perhaps earn us a little extra cash when we are constructing
our hobby items and selling them.
SOUP MONTH. History reveals that some form of soup dates to 20,000 BC! Originally liquid
was heated using clay vessels, or animal hides filled with heated rocks. The word “soup” comes
from the French word “soupe” meaning broth. In France it was sold by street vendors in the
sixteenth century as a cure for exhaustion. The first colonial cookbook here in the U.S. in 1772
called the “Frugal Housewife” devoted an entire chapter to soup recipes. In the modern era
condensed soups came into use, many used in a variety of meat and vegetable entrees in addition
to following the instructions on the can “to add a can of liquid”. Whether coming in from the
cold or nursing an ailment, nothing can beat a hot steaming bowl of soup!
BRAILLE LITERACY MONTH- Louis Braille was born in France in April 1809. At the age of three,
while playing in his father’s harness shop, he fell and his left eye was injured by a sharp tool. An
infection set in and traveled to his other eye and since at that time the only treatment was to wash
his eyes with water, he completely lost his sight. His father was determined that he should live as
normal a life as possible and had him attend the village school. By the age of ten, he was adept at
memorizing the lessons and was the best student in the school. The local priest persuaded his
family to send him to a school in Paris run by a retired French Army Captain who had devised a
system punching paper with dots to signify words. The priest paid the tuition charged by the school
and by the age of fifteen Louis improved the dot system so much that he became a teacher at the
school. He went on to learn how to play the organ. He died in Paris in 1852 and his former home is
now a museum.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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BY: MARGARET ATKINSON

I have chosen to write about a few of the individual days to have an event, person or bizarre
designation assigned to that day in January 2019.
JAN1ST- NEW YEAR’S DAY-I was surprised to find that there is a real history to the origin of this
day. Four thousand years ago the Babylonians celebrated when the new moon appeared in March
with an eleven day ritual. In 45 BC when the Julian calendar took effect, celebrations were
moved to the month of January. During the following seven centuries many changes were made,
either due to miscalculations or heads of state declaring changes. In 1570 Pope Gregory XIII,
after extensive calculations, stated every fourth year would be counted as a leap year.
JAN4TH-NATIONAL SPAGHETTI DAY-Noodles are known back to the first century in Asia and
were in Sicily during the 8th century. Primarily a food for the poor, it gradually grew to use by
the middle class. Thomas Jefferson popularized it in the U.S., then large immigrations of Italians
brought it with them in the eighteenth and nineteenth century. Today millions of our citizens
enjoy it every day. Americans added tomato sauce and meatballs to the entrée with Parmesan
cheese being the popular topping. In Italy three millions pounds of pasta are used each year, in
the U.S. two million pounds. The strangest part of this story of pasta is that no one knows where
the naming of National Spaghetti Day originated!
JAN6TH-FEAST OF THE EPIPHANY OR THREE KINGS DAY-in Christianity the Christmas season
lasts for twelve days until January 6th. It refers to the Baptism of Jesus in the Jordan River
revealing him, as Christians believe, to be the Son of God. Although traditionally January 6th, in
the U.S it is moved to the next Sunday. Early centuries found It combined with other religious
feasts, but by the fourth Century Christmas and Epiphany were made separate Feast days
commemorating the visitations of the Magi (Wise Men from the east). Customs of the
celebrations vary in different countries of the world.
JAN9TH-NATIONAL TAKE THE STAIRS DAY-Its goal is to encourage us to improve our health
through a low impact activity most persons can do. It tones muscle, maintains weight and
contributes to cardio-vascular health. Begun in January 2016 by stair running groups, it is not a
true “national” day as these must be named by an act of Congress. I realize that stair climbing is
beyond the ability of most of us, however, once again, we can talk about it with our families.
JAN17TH-DITCH NEW YEARS RESOLUTION DAY!- Many of us might have already done so!
JAN21ST-NATIONAL HUGGING DAY-I have a friend who hugs everyone and has the nickname
“The Hugger”. Imagine my surprise to find out there is a day to support hugging.It was started in
1986 by Rev. Kevin Zaborney of Caro, Michigan who said that Americans are afraid to display
affection in public. He felt that spirits are lowest on the 21st of January which is half way
between Christmas and Valentine’s Day. His research found that it is beneficial to physical and
mental health, boosts serotonin levels, lowers blood pressure and is important in relationships,
lengthening marriages that are ultimately happier.
JAN26TH-SPOUSE’S DAY-This day enlarges on the theme of Hugging by encouraging couples to
take time out of busy schedules to celebrate each other. Some of us no longer have our spouses
but many fond memories of good times together. The origin of the day is not known but may be
related to the Military Spouse’s day created in 1984.

MARY TEPE (FRENCH MARY) BY: MARGARET ATKINSON
The story of Mary Tepe (French Mary) born in Brest,
France in 1834 of a French Mother and Turkish father
and brought to America when she was ten years of age
illustrates the heights and depths encountered by a
woman in her journey through life. Her exploits during
the American Civil War are well known in the annals of
history.
Nothing is known of her early life until Marie, using the
name of Mary, married a tailor named Bernardo Tepe
who had a shop in Philadelphia. At the outset of war, he
enlisted in Company I, 27th Pennsylvania Volunteers
and asked Mary to run the tailor shop. She refused and
at the age of 27 followed him and the 27th acting as a
sutler selling
goodscook,
to theand
soldiers,
also serving
as ashe left
sutler selling goods to the soldiers, also serving
as a nurse,
seamstress.
In 1862
her husband after discovering he and others broke into her sutler’s tent and stole $1600 from her
profits. She ended all association with them.
She became interested in becoming a Vivandiere, women who wore the uniforms of a regiment
with a knee length skirt over pants, with a jacket and slouch hat and carrying a cask from which
they dispensed water, brandy, wine and at times whiskey along with a side arm for protection.
Vivandieres originated France and were in both Union and Confederate armies if the men in the
regiment approved. She then became attached to the 113th Pennsylvania Infantry who wore the
baggy pantaloons of Zouaves. When a regiment headed for a battle, the women were sent home,
but not Mary. She went on to be part of thirteen battles.
Her exploits were written up in a local newspaper saying she fought and tended to the wounded
and cared nothing for the singing of bullets around her. At Chancelorsville, her skirt became
riddled with holes from the gunfire. As the only enlisted woman at Gettysburg she carried water
and cared for the casualties. At Fredericksburg, she was wounded in the ankle by a bullet,
causing her pain for the rest of her life.
Awarded the Kearney Cross for her gallantry at Fredericksburg, she would not wear it as she felt
many soldiers who deserved it did not receive it.
She divorced her first husband and married Richard Leonard of the First Maryland Cavalry in
1872 who apparently was abusive, although she did not complete her divorce papers against
him. She wrote a will leaving him her worldly possessions of $31.35. Her pension from the
government was never approved and she lived alone and destitute near Pittsburgh suffering from
rheumatism and the bullet in her left ankle. On May 24, 1901 she ingested Paris Green, a
pesticide used in France, and suffered an agonizing death. Mary rested in an unmarked grave
until 1988 when a stone was Dedicated in St. Paul Cemetery in Carrick, Pennsylvania.
A sad story of a woman and patriot who gave her all and did not receive recognition for her
efforts. It serves as a reminder to us to honor the service our present day military personnel are
rendering to our nation.

AN ARTICLE OVER TEA
BY: MARGARET ATKINSON
Paul’s Run hosted a tea some weeks ago that was a delight to attend.
During the course of the afternoon, Patricia El, Personal Care Community
Life Leader, Household Coordinator, read the following article and gave
me permission to share it with you.
I WISH YOU ENOUGH -by brighteyes, posted May 10, 2007
At an airport I overheard a father and daughter in their last moments
together. They had announced her plane’s departure and standing
near the door, he said to his daughter, “I love you, I wish you
enough”. She said “Daddy, our life together has been more than
enough. Your love is all I ever needed. I wish you enough too,
Daddy”. They kissed good-bye and she left.
He walked over toward the window where I was seated. I could see that he wanted and needed to
cry. I tried not to intrude on his privacy, but he welcomed me in by asking, “Did you ever say
good-bye to someone knowing it would be forever?” “Yes, I have”, I replied.
Saying that brought back memories I had of expressing my love and appreciation for all my Dad
had done for me. Recognizing that his days were limited, I took the time to tell him face to face
how much he meant to me, so I knew what this man was experiencing.
“Forgive me for asking, but why is this a forever good-bye?” I asked. “I am old and she lives
much too far away. I have challenges ahead and the reality is, her next trip back will be for my
funeral”,” he said.
“When you were saying good-bye I heard you say, “I wish you enough. May I ask what that
means?”
He began to smile. “That’s a wish that has been handed down from other generations. My
parents used to say it to everyone.” He paused for a moment and looking up as if trying to
remember it in detail, he smiled even more.
“When we said ‘I wish you enough’, we were wanting the other person to have a life filled with
enough good things to sustain them”, he continued and then turning toward me he shared the
following as if he were reciting it from memory.
“I wish you enough sun to keep your attitude bright. I wish you enough rain to appreciate the
sun more. I wish you enough happiness to keep your spirit alive. I wish you enough pain so that
the smallest joys in life appear much bigger. I wish you enough gain to satisfy your wanting. I
wish you enough loss to appreciate all that you possess. I wish enough “Hello’s” to get you
through all the final “Good-byes”.
He then began to sob and walked away. Although sad, this story Is worth retelling from time to
time.
Another saying that will add a light note to this essay“If you want to make everyone happy, don’t be a leader. Sell Ice Cream!!!”

AT TEXAS A & M
BY: IRVING MILLMOND
While we were undergoing basic training at Camp Swift, an order was issued throughout the
army to select certain enlisted men for specialized training at colleges and universities
throughout the United States. The records of those selected had to show a high enough
numerical score on their AGCT, (Army General Classification Test) which had been given to
inductees during their initial processing.
I suspect that the program was inaugurated to ease the financial burden on colleges and
universities hard pressed by a diminished student enrollment by the war with so many men and
women serving in the armed services. I was one of those selected from my unit and I was given
transportation to Texas A&M at College Station, Texas. The course of study was called “Basic
Engineering”, and included Physics, Chemistry, Trigonometry, Algebra, English, and Geography.
Some of my classmates had been college students when they were drafted, and many had prior
college level exposure to math and the sciences. As a former high school commercial student I
did not have the requisite foundation to absorb these foreign science and math concepts and
found it difficult keeping up with the pace of the instruction. The Physics lectures dealt with
such concepts as vectors and resultant forces, the characteristics of liquids, to name a few, and I
was slow absorbing the instruction in Chemical formulae and atomic weights of elements and
the like. This left little time to cope with Algebra and Trigonometry with which I had only a prior
fundamental exposure. Predictably, after the first term, I was dropped out of the course. Within
a year the entire program was discontinued.
After a brief furlough home, my first in about ten months, I returned to Louisiana where I was
escorted in the dark into the woods to join the same unit I had left and that was now involved in
training in war maneuvers.

LOUISIANA MANEUVERS
BY: IRVING MILLMOND
On returning from College Station, Texas, I rejoined my old outfit now involved in war games in
the bayous, swamplands, and burned-out stump forests of Louisiana. My commanding officer,
recognizing that I had been away from home for about ten months without a furlough, granted
me a ten day home leave after which I again returned to Louisiana where I was escorted in the
dark into the woods to my unit.
Our Division participated in the Louisiana Maneuvers during the fall and winter of 1943-l944.
The weather that winter was terrible. Sleet, rain and snow turned roads into quagmires. The
branches of tall pine trees that could not withstand the weight of ice and snow were cracking off
and falling all around us oftentimes sending us scurrying away for safety.
We were frequently directed to relocate to a new area, so we had to disassemble and pack up our
headquarters tent which housed our field desks and administrative records. For warmth we
burned
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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BY: IRVING MILLMOND

burned wood in a potbelly stove placed in the center of the tent. The stove’s chimney would often
become clogged with creosote like deposits from the wood which curtailed the draft and required
dismantling, cleaning and reassembly.
If we were in what was called a “Tactical Situation”, we were not permitted to use the stove
because it gave off smoke that would betray our position to “the enemy”.
We ourselves, slept on the ground nearby in our sleeping bags or shelter halves often awakening
in the morning covered with a coating of frost. Wild pigs snooped around our campsites at night
attracted by the smell of garbage and discarded food which we dumped and buried in a specially
dug sump pit. One night we could hear the squealing of a pig that had fallen into the sump pit
while rummaging.
An impression left with me based on the experiences of the maneuvers was that although we
were often cold, wet, uncomfortable with feet often numb from the cold, we did not experience
colds, sniffles, or running noses. We had apparently been hardened from the exposure to the
harsh elements.

ABOUT BEING ONE IN UNITY
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
A word is at times symbolic. of a complex molecule in quest of life, in community
Such a word is synergy, unity, yet allowing the use of dissent, and non- conformity
An un- imaginable concept to monarchal rulers or any of those in autocratic states
Such behavior is considered demonic, punishable with the harshest possible fates
Cited by the founding father’s Declaration, being the unalienable rights of equality
And enshrined in the Constitution as the Bill of rights the law of this new country
Synergy is not unity by conformity but, by a use of common principles in a nation
It reflects common commitment to freedom, of a lifetime or, a one-day imagination
It reflects the common values and virtues experienced to native born or immigrant
It reflects a common commitment to the rule of law. impartially, sans any variance
It reflects common experience as a nation with precedence over any issue, regional
It recognizes common bonds making us all Americans and enabling us to stand tall
Synergy takes root from the Declaration of independence, a poetic peal of equality
Synergy takes root from the Constitution, a monument to legality, as a philosophy
Synergy takes root with perpetuating of the right to vote, a tool of self government
Synergy takes root through the commitment to a reaching these goals, heaven sent
To those who seek to divide you shall not overcome our past with national synergy
We shall as Lincoln said, long endure as a nation with values, as a nation ever free

A VIGNETTE-A DISH OF SPAGHETTI
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
Memories were triggered at dinner as spaghetti and meatballs came onto my plate
Not that this dish is unusual but, this time a window opened in my memory’s gate
I found myself thinking of the nineteen forties, recently discharged from army duty
Engrossed in exploring life’s options in company of friends, sharing similar history
Partaking of musical performances and education, comradery so filled with gusto
Immersed in a world of feeling, never mind of money, or even think of going slow
The tempo of this life promised to fulfill the dreams we dreamt of, in coming home
Even meeting setbacks as money, our fraternity offered solace to return to the zone
A found ristorante a pittance got a huge spaghetti bowl, bread, and one beer, a feast
Enabling us to wallow in revelry, to howell at fate and that eve, pay the tab, at least
At one party one diner ate with gusto and yet his spaghetti bowl wasn’t near empty
This led to head scratching multiple theories and a pact to solve a vexing mystery
Our digestive festivals followed two tracks one of joy, a second in solving a riddle
Though our delights played loud and clear, a puzzle solution was never, a 2nd fiddle
Despite sojourns physical and metaphysical as in the enigmatic smile of Mona Lisa
The enigma remains as does standing, with a pronounced lean, of the tower of Pisa
And though more famous enigmas, as the Egyptian sphinx often catch our interest
This vignette of a bowl of spaghetti which couldn’t be emptied is remembered best
For myself and my eternal remembered friends, it symbolizes a valued slice of life
It serves to remined of the wonders of fraternity and friendship in making life, nice

POETRY, HOW IT BECOME MY MUSE

BY: JACK BIRNBAUM

What is poetry-if not a clutch of words, a stimulant to one’s imagination?
Or a word vision which moves my soul from sadness to a feel of elation?
Does it bring to life an object which is not in view, to magically appear?
Does it project an apparition which can evoke love, fright or abject fear?
Or words in collusion, sound a cymbal crashing as in a Berlioz overture?
Does it often as not raise a mist, making the course of pure love, obscure?
Poetry can be a vehicle for all of these as both visually, and emotionally
The dexterity of this Art Form allows its usage for fantasy and for reality
It’s at ease on stage, on screen or concert hall, being sung or upon recital
It can be executed in ensemble, in solo or soliloquy, and yet remain vital
It conveys a gamut of emotion running from love to terror, or even more
And in its beauty from Shakespeare to Beethoven, light up many a score
It can perform in rhyme and rhythm or in free form either can, be a norm
It has been known to create a smile, and be funny, fuzzy, and even warm
I have come to love its means that provided me entrée to self-expression
And then share with you my life experiences without it seeming a lesson

INFORMATION, VERIFICATION, DECISION-A CITIZEN’S TASK

BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
News reports are the information which often move a citizen into taking a position
Not all reports present facts objectively or, slant facts to influence, such a decision
A Oct. 9 2018 article re hypocritical outrage to halt mass migration by Mr. Trump
Written by Marc A. Thiessen omits vital information, to light up POTUS’ big jump
POTUS said the Caravan are murderers’ rapists and Terrorists, 15,000 army troops
A human wall of lethal force on a televised horde of women and children’s groups
Mr. Thiessen cites four prior actions by presidents as precedence being a joined
Operation Phalanx a unit of 1200 soldiers and airmen were in the main deployed
To allow for training of a large group of newly funded border agents, employed
Mr. Obama’s reinforced border agents & air support was, a successful operation
2006 operation jump start employed troops as support, not as an enforcement unit
The national guard-built roads, armed, but not used to relieve agents doing their bit
President George W. Bush rotated 6000 men to support the border patrol operation
Operation gatekeeper of President Clinton did not employ troops in this situation
New border agents were hired, an immigration court and identity unit put in place
The Joint task force of President George H.W. Bush had military Tec’s as its base
for six months communications and stand by unit though operating saw no action
considered a bust from start to finish this operation had zero results sans, traction
These facts in junction with the POTUS are in no way extensions of the prior plans
A radical departure by use of lethal force, rouses rightly, reconsideration demands
Mr. Thiessen discussed the hypocritical of how we label actors on a political stage
Saying Trumps criticism of financier George Soros, a Jew, labels him anti-sematic
Bernie Sanders ((A Jew) criticism of Sheldon Adelson (a Jew), is ant- sematic???
Hypocrisy is absolute not allowed use for anyone, or permitted even now or then
Hypocrisy is a two-way street begun with Trump, Labeling Obama as a non-citizen
His modus-operonic labeling critics, opponents, the helpless, receivers of this Zen
No absolution Mr., Thiessen., Mr. Trump an only relief is saying, never ever again
Citizens this land is yours its purposes and goals are from you head and your hearts
Love of American rights, opportunity and equality the Declaration is where it starts
A Constitution a Coding of Government balance and with consent of the governed
Each succeeding generation becomes the stewards of American values and dreams
Each generation governance is more complex, information an endless data stream
New tools available to manipulate information to an alternate, or desired, scenario
So, American voters will be needing those tools to extract what they need to know

ALEXANDER HAMILTON BY RON CHERNOW- A REAL LIFE FANTASY
A BOOK REVIEW, BY JACK BIRNBAUM

This biography is a seven hundred plus page synopsis of an amazing career of one of Americas
founding fathers, Alexander Hamilton a man who, it was thought, was born on Nevis in the British
West Indies as an illegitimate child, As a child he traveled to St. Croix, a Danish ruled island where
Alexander experienced his mother’s being branded immoral and, and in that period a rare divorce
was, to her husband granted. Then her second “marriage” unsanctified, his new father’s
disappearance, his Mother leaving and then reappeared, his mother’s death, his cousin assigned as
his supervisor a suicide, and his aunt, uncle and grandmother in short order, died. That his short
life was shadowed by a stupefying series of human catastrophes could then produce from this tenyear old Alexander such a strong willed productive self-reliant human who became a founding
father to a country not yet seen, was nothing short of miraculous.
There were clues that this ten- year old child might become something special. As for example by
either genetic or observation he, like his mother, bowed his back to overcome in adverse situations.
Alexander was able to visualize rising above his station and empathize with those enslaved and
embraced altruistic beliefs of living in opportunity, He was amiable developing lifelong friendships.
had an avarice toward learning and putting into use the fruits of those lessons. In spite of the
adverse situations Alexander had accumulated covey of books and took lessons from any with
knowledge. Through a friend Alexander was employed as a clerk in his father’s trading firm.,
quickly mastering the art of the trade. Later young Alexander became an agent with a stipend to
fund his education which proceeded on a break neck pace through study of Greek history and
language. An introduction into the politics of both the loyalists and Rebel factions, and the meting
of Aaron Burr, William Livingston and James Monroe. Hamilton rejected by Princeton for an
accelerated degree, enrolled at King’s College, a hotbed of revolutionary fever.
Following the. Boston tea party on April 18, 1775 Britain now considered Massachusetts in
revolt and sent 800 troops out and at Lexington and Concord, they were routed and the revolution
was on. Hamilton a patriot, in his first act laudably helped rescue the headmaster (a tory) from a
blood thirsty mob, his second along with fellow students was to retrieve some canon from
destruction by a British man o war. Hamilton in his fashion studied military lore and became
expert and received an appointment as a captain of an artillery unit. He and his unit served with
valor in the losing the battle of New York their forces were overwhelmed by a British armada and
thousands of British and Hessian troops. In this battle Washington noticed and approved
Hamilton’s tactical ability and engineering skills and on January 20, 1777 he asked Hamilton to
join his staff. Hamilton after a short period became de facto his chief of staff carrying out
diplomatic missions, developing friendships that were a base for his future political career and
gaining the complete confidence of General Washington.
During this period Hamilton continued to develop skills which he used later as the secretary of the
treasury, he foresaw the rise of America as a world power, a first awareness of Aaron Burr’s
duplicity and in 1780, he begat a bride, his beloved Eliza. Hamilton. He ended his military career
as a hero at Yorktown, now entering the fray of making America into a great nation. Hamilton
now an attorney saw the Articles of Confederation was not an adept tool of government so he
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20

A REAL LIFE FANTASY CONTINUED

BY: JACK BIRNBAUM

among others, called for a Constitutional convention which was convened in 1782 producing the
Constitution for ratification by the 13 states. Hamilton, along with Washington were active players
in this drama. Hamilton Imitated a series called the Federal Papers where he, assisted by James
Madison and John Jay, persuaded the states to ratify what is still, our Constitution After the.
election of George Washington as the first president, he appointed Hamilton as the Treasury
Secretary and with his usual vigor and thoroughness Hamilton produced a financial system which
in the main, is still in use today.
Hamilton and Jefferson created opposing factions (parties) and they feuded politically and
personally at this point, and throughout their full careers. Hamilton became involved with a
married woman while his wife was pregnant and this public scandal probably prevented him from
being considered for a presidency. Having left government near the end of Washington’s second
term Hamilton as an attorney and a politician continued to influence political thought as well as
political philosophy while feuding with the next two Presidents, John Adams and Thomas Jefferson,
His short life cruelly ended at forty-seven in a duel with a life-long rival Aaron Burr leaving a
grieving widow Eliza, for fifty some years.
This remarkable story superbly researched and told is a monument not only to a man who rose
from a dismal past, and he and many others by dint of brilliance and determination, created a
nation, extraordinary, it is for us to make sure such a nation will continue om, and long endure.

THINKING OUT LOUD

BY: JACK BIRNBAUM

Every so often I feel like my memory box is full and needs emptying so, here goes;
1-I liked the Runner as it was so why was there such a push toward change?
2-I am for change but why aren’t the residents consulted about making changes?
3-I see the Runner as being our voice, shouldn’t that include letters to the editor?
4-Should the tables for 2 in the D.R. be consistently placed to allow seating room?
5-When an activity ends, shouldn’t the chairs be returned for the next group?
6- Ditto question about the electronic equipment (see no. 5, above)?
7-Should scheduled entertainers be listed by what they do (i.e. popular singer)?
8-Should a list of residents in hospital be posted with information (i.e. do not call)?
9-Why not have entertainment at dinner, again, and again ect,?
10-Why not post rules in the dining room (I, e, rules on ordering deserts)?
11-Why not print copies of the Runner in large print for the visionally impaired?
12- Why not have earphones for movies for those with hearing problems?
13- Why not develop a program guide for new residents?
14-Why not develop with, a university, a computer and hi-tech learning program?
15-Why not schedule day trips to various museums?
16-Why not make use of classes by hospitals for residents to enroll?
17-Why not hook on with the free library of Philadelphia, class programs?
18- Visits to an animal that can you can touch, in a touch me, zoo program/?
19-How about some more classical music performances, Puccini?
20- how about a cook out in the spring in one of Phillies great parks?
Yes, Paul’s Run is a great place to live but why not try to make it even better

ACROSS
42. Trucking rig
1. Largest city of Latvia
43. "Old MacDonald had a
5. Famous physicist Niels
farm, ____ "
9. Grain husk
45. Appear imminent
14. Is in the hole
47. Desire
15. Unencumbered
48. Very slowly
16. Bigot
52. Observations
17. Homeowners' commitments
53. White Sulphur ___, WV
19. Keebler crew
(abbr.)
20. Come in
54. Bases' counterparts
21. Clove or cinnamon
23. Native American land, casually 57. Craves, with "for"
61. Russian river
25. Not man-made
65. Fast-food window
30. Allergy drug
67. Attack from above
33. Forlorn
35. "Sometimes you feel like ____..." 68. Play boisterously
69. Jointly owned business
36. Nun's wear
70. Kin groups
37. Venus Flytrap's radio station
71. Antonyms, in brief
39. Blackboard need
72. Numbered rds

DOWN
1. Powerful empire, once
2. Lottery player's exultant cry
3. Actor Fröbe of "Chitty Chitty
BangBang"
4. Behind, nautically
5. Arts deg.
6. Grps.
7. Dickens character
8. Pine products
9. Fastest feline
10. Golfer Sutton
11. Off-road 4-wheeler
12. Agent's due
13. Outdated European coins (abbr.)
18. Screen great Garbo
22. Maine coon, i.e.
24. "From A to ___" (multivitamin ad
line)
26. Thurman and a Pine Tree State
campus
27. Chophouse offering
28. "Spirited Away" genre
29. Permitted entry
30. "I have ___..."
31. "What was that?"
32. "I knew ____ along!"
33. Curse
34. "Go fly ___" (get lost)
38. Leaning Tower of ____
40. Spanish 101 article
41. Keystone crew
44. Ways to get on the freeway
46. Leaf featured on Canada's flag
49. Dog-breeding gp.
50. San ___, Argentina
51. Impediment to self-improvement
55. Lemon candy bit
56. Fool
58. Third place, at the Preakness
59. Helen of ____
60. Eats dinner
61. White House defense gp.
62. Pointed tool
63. ___ number on
64. Over there, once
66. Bush and Gore, e.g. (abbr.)

LIBERTY WELLNESS
&
LIBERTY AT HOME
FOR YOUR
PRIVATE DUTY SERVICES

CALL 215-934-3050

FRIENDLY REMINDER

MAIL ISSUES

Our lobby is so
beautiful. Please be
careful when eating
or drinking in that are

RESIDENTS ARE
ASKED TO RETURN
TO THE RECEPTIONISTS
ANY MISDIRECTED
DELIVERY FROM THE
UNITED STATES POST OFFICE.
THE RECEPTIONISTS WILL
ASSURE IT IS RETURNED TO THE
POSTAL WORKER FOR DELIVERY
TO THE CORRECT RECIPIENT.

THANK YOU

FLOWERS
FOR THE CHAPEL
THE GENERAL STORE
HOURS OF OPERATION

PAUL’S RUN

Beauty Shop
MONDAY-FRIDAY
9 AM - 4 PM

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-1:00PM

MANICURIST:
WEDNESDAY &
FRIDAY 9AM-4PM

CONTACT
ANNE AMATO
FOR APPOINTMENT
215-934-3055
WALK-INS
WELCOME

The Housekeeping Department is
asking for your cooperation in
maintaining a sanitary
environment for all of our
residents. Recently there have been
complaints about residents leaving
trash in the hallway instead of
disposing of it properly in the trash
rooms. We are asking that all trash
be placed in the proper receptacles
in the trash rooms located on each
floor. Thank you for your
cooperation.

Each week, new flowers are
delivered to the Chapel on Friday
morning.
The
flowers
are
provided for worship in the
Shabbat service on Friday night
and the Christian service on
Sunday morning. The flowers are
often given in memory of loved
ones or to celebrate other
occasions.
The $25 charge is used to cover
the cost of the flowers. There is a
sign-up sheet on the main bulletin
board by the dining room. Lee
Levy or the Chaplain can answer
your questions.
Residents can sign up to sponsor
flowers individually or as a group.
Please feel free to sign up and join
in to support this small beauty in
the Chapel.

